
LEEMA ELEMENTS CD 

MANUAL SUPPLEMENT AND ERRATA 
 

 
LIPS mode changes 

 
Two of the modes have changed name and there are three new modes, two of which 
allow the for the Elements CD to be used as a transport, using the Elements Precision 

DAC as the digital to analogue converter. 
 

The third new mode allows the CD to fully control the DAC when the DAC is  being 
used as a pre-amplifier. 
 

The modes that have changed name are:- 
 

1.ELEMENTS BAL.        This has become:-      LIPS:EINT BAL = CD   short hand for:-   
   LIPS:ELEMENTS INTEGRATED BALANCED INPUT = CD 
 

2.ELEMENTS RCA.       This has become:-       LIPS:EINT IN1 = CD   shorthand for:-  
   LIPS:ELEMENTS INTEGRATED ANALOGUE INPUT 1 = CD 

 
However, their operation has remained the same. 
 

The new modes are:- 
 

1.LIPS:EBAL + DAC = CD   shorthand for:- 
   LIPS:ELEMENTS AMP BALANCED INPUT + DAC = CD INPUT 
  

2.LIPS:EIN1 + DAC=CD   shorthand for:- 
   LIPS:ELEMENTS AMP ANALOGUE INPUT1 + DAC = CD INPUT 

 
These modes allow the Elements CD to be used as a transport with the Elements 
Precision DAC as the digital to analogue converter, together acting as  a two box CD 

solution. However, all of the other inputs to the DAC are still  accessible. When used 
with an Elements integrated amplifier, these two new modes will allow the CD player, 

when set as LIPS master, to select the appropriate input on the amplifier when play is 
selected on the player. 

 
These two modes define whether the DAC is connected to the amplifier via the 
balanced input XLR connectors or the analogue input1 RCA connectors for CD  

 
 

New modes continued 
 
3.LIPS:EDAC PREAMP    shorthand for:- 

   LIPS:ELEMENTS DAC IN PREAMPLIFIER MODE  
 

 
 



Drop through menu options 

 
 

Some of the LIPS driver modes have additional specific parameter menus which are 
presented automatically for settings relevant to that LIPS mode. 

 
The two additional sub menus allow the user to specify:  
          

1.That an Elements Precision DAC is part of your system (simple yes/no choice). 
 

Set this to Yes (Y) if an Elements Precision DAC is part of your LIPS                  
controlled Elements system. Otherwise the setting should be No (N). 
 

 
2.That an Elements Integrated amplifier with a specified AV direct input is part of your 

system  (simple Yes/No choice) 
    
Set this to Yes (Y) if a Leema Elements Amplifier, which has an AV direct input 

specified in its menu options, is part of your LIPS controlled Elements    system. 
Otherwise the setting should be No (N). 

 
 
 

 
 

LIPS Lead 

Instructions for use: 

Black Connector – Plug into CD Player 

Red Connector – Plug Into  Amplifier/Pre-Amp 

(See manual for additional information on set-up) 

 
 
 

 
 


